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Abstract Intelligent autonomous vehicles have received a

great degree of attention in recent years. Although the

technology required for these vehicles is relatively

advanced, the challenge is firstly to ensure that drivers can

understand the capabilities and limitations of such systems

and secondly to design a system that can handle the

interaction between the driver and the automated intelligent

system. In this study, we describe an approach using dif-

ferent strategies for an autonomous system and a driver to

drive a vehicle cooperatively. The proposed strategies are

referred to as cooperative planning and control and deter-

mine when and how the path projected by the autonomous

system can be changed safely by the driver to a path that he

wishes to follow. The first phase of the project is described,

covering the design and implementation of an autonomous

test vehicle. Experiments are carried out with a driver to

test the cooperative planning and control concepts pro-

posed here.

Keywords Autonomous vehicles � Embedded systems �
Cooperative systems � Visual servoing

1 Introduction

According to the data published by the United Nations,

more than 1.2 million people die on roads around the world

every year, and as many as 50 million are injured. Over

90% of these deaths occur in low- and middle-income

countries. Brazil is among the states in which the number

of such deaths is relatively high. Figure 1 shows historical

data for traffic accident deaths in Brazil, the USA, Iran,

France, and Germany. There is a significant difference in

the figures between developing countries and high-income

countries. However, per capita statistics are controversial

as the number of people who drive varies between coun-

tries, as does the number of kilometers traveled by drivers.

The trend toward the use of automated, semiau-

tonomous, and autonomous systems to assist drivers has

received an impetus from significant technological advan-

ces and recent studies of accident rates [2]. In parallel, the

challenges posed by autonomous and semiautonomous

navigation have motivated researchers from different

groups to research this area. One of the most important

issues when designing an autonomous vehicle [3] or a

driver assistance system is vehicle safety and security.

Here, we investigate cooperative control in automated

cars, where the driver is sometimes in the control loop, and

the vehicle is operating at level 3 automation [4]. The most

common strategy for transferring control to the driver,

particularly in risk situations, is to use an emergency but-

ton. However, in practice, this may have serious draw-

backs. For example, Google patent [5], which describes a

system in which all the security variables are checked

before control, is transferred.

Cooperative control also addresses the problem of driver

inattention, as Ref. [6] present. Jain et al. [7] use an

autoregressive input–output hidden Markov model to
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capture contextual information and driver maneuvers a few

seconds before they occur and so prevent accidents. Malik

et al. [8] describe an intelligent driver training system that

analyzes crash risks for a given driving situation, opening

up possibilities for improving and personalizing driver

training programs. Liu et al. [9] propose a method for

predicting the trajectory of a lane-changing vehicle using a

hidden Markov model to estimate and classify the driver’s

behavior. Amsalu et al. [10] introduce a method for eval-

uating a driver’s intention at each time step using a multi-

class support vector machine. Although the approaches

described in these studies yield satisfactory results, none of

them concretely handle cooperative control between auto-

mated intelligent systems and a driver. Merat et al. [11]

describe tests in a simulator to investigate driver behavior

when the driver is resuming manual control of a vehicle

operating at a high level of automation. Their study sought

to contribute to an understanding of suitable criteria for the

design of human–machine interfaces for use in automated

driving and so ensure that messages related to the transfer

of control are given in a timely and appropriate manner.

The aim of the project described here was to test dif-

ferent cooperative driving strategies where an autonomous

system and a driver share the control. The approach, which

is intended to help reduce the risk of accidents, is referred

to as cooperative planning and cooperative control and

determine if and how the path projected by the autonomous

system can be changed safely by the driver. The article

structure is as follows. Section 2 introduces the concepts

and the proposed approach. Section 3 describes the hard-

ware and software architectures implemented in VILMA01

(first intelligent vehicle from the autonomous mobility

laboratory). Section 4 discusses the cooperative strategies

implemented using visual servoing and road lines. Sec-

tion 5 discusses the results, and finally, Sect. 6 presents the

conclusions and future studies.

2 Proposed approach

In a typical mobile robotic architecture like that described

in Ref. [12], an intelligent, autonomous system consists of

three main modules: perception, planning, and motion

control. Each module seeks to answer specific questions

related to particular tasks performed by the automatic

system, as shown in Fig. 2. To handle the interaction

between driver and autonomous system, the planning

module should include the question ‘‘Is it safe to go in that

direction?’’ The need to handle the interaction between

both agents (driver and autonomous system) leads to the

concepts of cooperative planning and cooperative control

in mobile robotics. In the approach proposed here and

implemented in VILMA01, a new actuator-based interface

between driver and robot (dotted blue lines in Fig. 2)

allows managing this cooperative planning and control.

The control and planning layers perform a risk analysis for

a given path the user wants to take using visual servoing.

In cooperative control, the actuation systems respond to

two signals. One is produced by the autonomous system,

and the other by the driver. The intelligent system must,

therefore, predict the path the driver wants to follow and

the risk associated with this path so that it can decide

whether to maintain cooperative control or transfer control

to the driver. These strategies are detailed in Sect. 4.

The proposal described here assumes that the autono-

mous system’s decisions and perception are reliable,

because in emergency conditions always the emergency

button is available.

3 System architecture

The autonomous robotic vehicle was designed over the

concept of layers and functional groups taking account that,

this type of architecture facilitates the separation of
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Fig. 1 Traffic accident deaths per 10,000 citizens. Sources: Brazil

(DATASUS), United States (NHTSA), Iran [1], Germany (desta-

tis.de), and France (www.securite-routiere.gov.fr)

Fig. 2 Layers in the mobile robotics architecture [11]
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functions and development, allowing for the definition of

interfaces between the various subsystems [13]. According

to Ref. [14], the six major functional groups are Interface

Sensors, Perception, Control, Vehicle Interface, and User

Interface. The questions typically asked in each layer of the

software were answered by the software architecture.

3.1 Automation hardware architecture

An embedded system was used to control the steering,

acceleration, brakes, and gearbox in a Fiat Punto 2011. The

steering was controlled by an electric motor coupled to the

steering column. No mechanical modifications were made

to the steering column to ensure that the vehicle was safe.

The three others actuators were controlled through elec-

tronic circuits and data networks. Figure 3 shows the

functional hardware blocks, where the lines with arrows

represent the five different types of interaction between the

blocks: the RS232 network (green); AI, AO, and DIO

(black) for the actuation commands; the wireless network

(orange) for the steering torque sensor; the CAN network

(purple), and the Ethernet (Blue) to connect the embedded

system to other computer systems. The system hardware

includes programming and debugging interfaces.

3.2 Framework architecture

Figure 4 shows the architectural framework used. This is

divided into three areas (green, blue, and white) according

to the programming approach used:

• Firmware (green) Software developed directly in the

electronic equipment. The only firmware implemented

directly in this architecture was the steering motor

firmware. The other firmware was third-party code that

only needed configuration with the parameters required

to work inside the proposed architecture.

• Embedded system (blue). The software implemented in

the embedded system was designed for real-time tasks

and developed in Simulink. Examples include state

machines to interact with the hardware, an emergency

routine, routines in the control layer which have real-

time requirements, interactions with sensors and local-

ization algorithms to process the sensor outputs. The

ControlDesk program, which runs on Linux, allows

communication with the embedded system.

• Linux software (white). Software implemented in PC-

like architectures distributed on different computers.

The Robotic Operating System (ROS) [15] acts as a

meta-operating system and a toolbox. It provides

communication interfaces between programs (defined

as nodes) such as publisher–subscriber interfaces,

client–server interfaces, data queues, and many other

tools for programming, including clocks and a cyclical

task manager. It also provides GUIs with tools to aid

software development. These can be used at runtime or

with stored data for further processing. ROS is free with

the Apache license and can work with programming

tools for real-time applications such as OROCOS [16].

Finally, the software architecture included a vehicle

simulator integrated into the embedded system (based on a

Fig. 3 Hardware architecture of the automation. Communication:

Ethernet (blue), RS232 (green), RF (orange), electric signals (black),

and CAN (purple)

Fig. 4 Framework architecture of VILMA. Linux software (white),

firmware (green), and embedded software (blue)
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dynamic model of the vehicle) [17] and in the Linux

software (based on a simulator in a 3D environment) [18].

For this, simulator was tested on Linux: Gazebo [19],

V-Rep [20], and MORSE [21]. The last of these was

selected so that work could in future be carried out in

partnership with the research group that developed the

CARINA vehicle [22] at the University of São Paulo—

Brazil.

Figure 5 shows the nodes used in VILMA01 for the

experiments described here. The vilma_ma_ros and

vilma_perception packages developed specifically for the

vehicle, while the other packages are available free in ROS.

The vilma_ma_ros package implements the nodes required

to connect specific hardware to ROS, such as the embedded

system, which uses the UDP protocol to establish low-

latency, loss-tolerating connections. The next section

describes the development of the node used to perform

cooperative planning based on visual servoing.

4 Cooperative trajectory control based on visual
servoing

In this section, the cooperative trajectory control used to

follow road lines is described. A ROS node, which

implements the control layer, is summarized in the block

diagram in Fig. 6. Note that path planning is simulated

through a joystick to test cooperative approach.

The various blocks are described below under the fol-

lowing headings: perception, motion control, planning, and

cooperative control.

4.1 Perception

In the perception layer, a low-cost IP camera with a line

detection algorithm detects the road line. The algorithm

can be divided into three steps. First one, a line segment

detector (LSD) [23] is used to generate several lines in the

image. Two sets of the lines are obtained according to their

slopes. Finally, one of these two sets is used to estimate the

desired line using the RANSAC (RANdom SAmple Con-

sensus) algorithm [12, 24] and the PCL (Point Cloud

Library) [25]. The estimated line is described by Eq. (1),

where mimage is the slope of the line, which determines the

orientation error, and bimage is the x coordinate which cross

zero in the image frame and helps to find the lateral error.

This point in the image is a heuristic parameter and allows

a compromise to be chosen between control stability and

smoothness in the response [26].

ximage ¼ m
image
k yref þ b

image
k : ð1Þ

The line parameters are filtered with a discrete low-pass

time filter given by

m
image
k ¼ m

image
k�1 1� amð Þ þ ammRANSAC;

b
image
k ¼ b

image
k�1 1� abð Þ þ abbRANSAC;

ð2Þ

where am ¼ Ti=Tlpm, ab ¼ Ti=Tlpb, and Ti are the time

required to acquire and process the image. Note that Tlpb
and Tlpm are heuristics parameters; RANSAC line param-

eters are the data generated by this algorithm (Fig. 7).

4.2 Planning

In the path planning, the reference is described by a straight

line given by

xref ¼ mref
k yref þ brefk : ð3Þ

The planning layer depends only on the road line and does

not take into account extrinsic and intrinsic risks such as

large bends or obstacles. To simulate changes in this kind

in the path planned, the route changes according to com-

mands from a 3D mouse from 3Dconnexion. The proposed

speed can be adjusted using one of the buttons on the

mouse to modify the target speed based on a predefined

longitudinal acceleration and deceleration curve.

Fig. 5 Nodes executed in ROS for VILMA01

Fig. 6 Block diagram of the cooperative trajectory control based on

visual servoing
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In the cooperative planning experiments, two other

buttons on the 3D mouse are used to simulate the steering

maneuver (left or right) performed by the driver. If a lateral

change is permitted (i.e., if both buttons are pressed), the

torque applied by the driver to the steering will change the

lateral distance to the road line. This change is given by

brefk ¼ brefk�1 þ b1s
user þ b2; ð4Þ

where b1 and b2 are heuristic parameters in pixels=Nm and

pixels, respectively. When the driver stops steering, the

lateral reference returns linearly to its original value

(brefk ¼ bref0 ) to smooth the change in the path.

4.3 Motion control

Figure 7 shows the straight lines defined for the path

control. The yellow line is the line detected by the image

processing; the purple one is the line filtered in time in the

perception layer and the white one the reference line

generated in the planning layer. The ultimate objectives of

the path control were that the white and purple lines should

have the same orientation and that the lateral error at the

reference point yref should be zero.

To achieve two objectives, a controller is implemented

in the image frame as described in Ref. [27]. This calcu-

lates the yaw speed required by a non-holonomic robot

using the generalized camera model. The desired yaw

speed is converted to a steering angle using the kinematic

model of the vehicle simplified according to the bicycle

model [26] and the vehicle speed from the speed control

system. To ensure that the lateral error (el), orientation

error (eh), and speed error (evx ) converge to zero, three PID

controllers were implemented. The output signals from the

first two PID controllers are added using Eq. (5) to deter-

mine the steering angle, which is controlled by a PID

controller in the steering motor firmware. The signal from

the third PID controller determines the percentage braking

or acceleration required.

The PID controllers are represented mathematically by

u
f:g
k ¼ kpe

f:g
k þ kd

Ti
e
f:g
k � e

f:g
k�1

� �
þ kpTi

X
ef:g ; ð5Þ

where ef:g is the error: eh ¼ atan mref
� �

� atan m
image
k

� �
,

el ¼ xrefk � x
image
k , or evx ¼ vref � vx, and uf:g is the control

signal for each error. The controllers have several nonlin-

earities: firstly, in all the controllers, the integrators are

saturated at a particular value, and secondly, the speed

controller has a dead zone to ensure smooth braking.

4.4 Cooperative control

The first cooperative strategy implemented was the strategy

for the speed controller. For safety reasons, when the driver

pushes the brake pedal the speed controller is deactivated,

but the path controller continues working until the driver

presses the emergency button when all the automated

control is turned off.

The second strategy implemented was in the path con-

troller. This was a cooperative strategy because the driver

can help to achieve zero lateral error by applying torque to

the steering wheel. One problem in achieving this objective

is that, as identified in simulations [28] and tests in the

vehicle with the visual servoing control, any driver torque

is perceived as a perturbation by the steering PID con-

troller. The strategy adopted was therefore to change the

reference signal brefk at a rate dependent on driver torque if

this was in the same direction as the lateral error and both

were outside a dead band.

Finally, the cooperative path control changes the refer-

ence line for the planning layer in an attempt to reduce the

real lateral error, making it necessary to increase the

steering angle calculated by the path controller. Algorithm

1 shows the cooperative control and planning strategy used.

5 Experimental results

Figure 8a shows the areas on the map where the visual

servoing control was activated, and Fig. 8b shows the

longitudinal speed of the car on the test route, transforming

the GPS coordinates to meters using the WGS84 global

reference system.

Algorithm 1 Cooperative planning and control

algorithm.

(xref, yref)

Reference

Filtered

RANSAC

(ximage, yref)

Fig. 7 Lines used in the image-based control
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The results for line detection by the perception layer in

different light levels and at different speeds are given in

Fig. 9. These show that the proposed system works satis-

factorily under different environmental conditions. One

limitation of the system is that the closed loop period in

image control is between 20 and 30 Hz limited by the

processing of the camera information.

Figure 10 shows the angle of the wheels, which corre-

spond to the control signal, was estimated from the position

of the steering motor based on the vehicle geometry model

described in Ref. [26]. The graph shows that the PID

controller for the steering servo works correctly in the

position control mode. One of the problems found with the

control layer was that the motor is configured to operate at

the low angular speeds typically requested by the path

controller and used by the driver during typical driving

situations. However, the angular rates required by the

controller are higher by the noise in the reference signal,

indicating that the noise filtering by the path control layer

needs to be improved. Another problem is that the zero

position of the motor is not known precisely, and the

dynamics of the steering system is not taken into account

when the angle of the wheels is estimated.

5.1 Speed controller

Figure 11a shows the longitudinal speed of the vehicle.

The reference speed is 40 km/h, which is generated using a

constant acceleration rate to achieve a smooth curve. The

reference signal is only generated when the driver’s brake

pedal is released (the black line in Fig. 11b). Around 6 s,

there is a delay between the reference signal and the lon-

gitudinal speed. This problem may be due to various fac-

tors: the speed sensor, which only starts to generate values

after a speed of approximately 2 km/h. The model did not

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8 Route used in the experimental test. a Route used to test

cooperative control. The color means the time (s) when the point was

reached. b Speed of the vehicle in km/h (color) in the test

Fig. 10 Estimated angle of the wheels in the test and reference angle

calculated by the path controller. Auto means the moments where

autonomous system is activated

Fig. 9 Perception tests under different light conditions
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consider the longitudinal dynamics of the vehicle, which

means that the linear speed is measured using the angular

velocity and radius of the wheel. The response time of the

car engine, which was also not considered. Finally, a dead

zone in the accelerator pedal signal. Note that the problem

is not about closed loop period, which is in 50 Hz. with a

low jitter over all the experiments.

The safety strategy implemented can be observed at

around 50 s, when the brake pedal is pressed by the driver

and the longitudinal speed control is switched off (the acc

signal drops to zero) until the brake pedal is released. At

this point, a new reference curve is generated for the

vehicle to return to the planned reference speed. In future

studies, feedforward should be used so that the longitudinal

speed control can compensate for the force of gravity

generated by the pitch angle of the vehicle, as the desired

acceleration could not be achieved with the same controller

parameters on uphill and downhill slopes.

5.2 Cooperative path control

Figure 12a shows the behavior of the lateral error at the

start of the route. After 6 s, the vehicle starts to move, and

the lateral error converges to zero. It then oscillates around

zero as detection of the road line is subject to errors, mainly

because of radial distortion introduced by the camera.

Between 15 and 20 s, the driver applies torque to the

steering wheel (suser) (Fig. 12c). It is in the opposite

direction to the lateral error, so the steering motor increases

its force to eliminate the torque applied by the driver as

what the steering motor requires is the steering motor

controller (path controller) requires is different from the

angle the driver wants. After that, a torque is applied in the

same direction as the lateral error, so cooperative control is

activated. The lateral error is then modified (blue line in

Fig. 12a) by changing brefk so the required yaw speed of the

vehicle increases, producing a change in the steering angle.

Note in Fig. 12b that the orientation angle is not noticeably

affected when cooperative control is activated. Finally,

Fig. 12d shows the steering control system response; after

cooperative control has been activated, there is an evident

reduction in the amount of noise in the reference signal.

5.3 Cooperative path planning

Figure 13a shows the lateral error in the cooperative path

planning mode when the driver wants to change the lateral

distance to the road line. In the scenario shown, the driver

wants to go in a direction not permitted by the cooperative

control, but the path planning layer has determined that it is

safe to go in this direction (the button is pressed on the 3D

mouse).

In this strategy, as shown in Fig. 12c, a low steering

motor torque could not be achieved during the cooperative

stage. There are two main reasons for this. The first is that

the path chosen by the driver means that the reference

signal is not being changed correctly. Secondly, with the

control strategy implemented, whatever way the lateral

error is being modified the correction is always in the

opposite direction to the driver’s torque signal.

Figure 13a shows how the lateral error changed during

the test, and Fig. 13b shows that the orientation error is

poorly controlled because when the lateral error changes,

the desired orientation angle should change too.

6 Conclusion

Automated, intelligent vehicle control systems have gained

importance in recent years, as they have the potential to

increase road safety by removing human involvement in

(a)

(b)

Fig. 11 Results of the longitudinal speed control test. a Longitudinal

speed of the car. b Acceleration and brake signals under driver control

(accuser and Brakeuser) and automated control (acc and Brake)
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driving. However, intelligent vehicles that can ensure

crash-free driving at all times are not yet a reality. One field

of interest to researchers investigating intelligent vehicle

control systems is the interaction between a human driver

and an intelligent system that can handle many driving

environments and conditions. This paper has described a

hardware and software architecture used to embed solu-

tions for intelligent systems and has discussed preliminary

tests of a new cooperative planning and cooperative control

strategies for automated handling of the interaction

between a driver and an autonomous system in a low-level

implementation project.

As part of this study, a commercial vehicle was suc-

cessfully converted to autonomous operation (VILMA01,

First Intelligent Vehicle from the Autonomous Mobility

Laboratory). The methodology used was based on the

concepts of mechatronics. During the conversion, the

individual elements were tested separately and together.

The hardware and software architecture used allowed the

reliability of an embedded automotive system (MicroAu-

tobox dSpace) to be combined with the flexibility and

computational capacity of a distributed PC system based on

Linux and ROS. The architecture also allowed code to be

developed quickly, reused, and easily debugged.

Although the perception part needs to be improved to

increase reliability, a visual servoing control was imple-

mented so that road lines could be followed using only a

low-cost camera. Experiments in the autonomous mode

were carried out in different environmental conditions,

including day and night, at speeds of up to 60 km/h.

The results show that the cooperative control algorithm

lets the user feel that he was driving the vehicle because it

added a smaller torque to the torque applied by the driver,

while the visual servoing system ensured that the road line

was followed.

The cooperative planning allowed the user to select the

desired path after the autonomous system had emulated the

path and analyzed the risk, making the vehicle safer.

However, for the algorithm to allow the driver to enjoy a

genuine feeling of cooperative driving, i.e., for the strategy

to be successful regarding cooperative torques, the system

must predict the path the user is planning to take. As a

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 12 Cooperative path control test. CC means that driver has been detected. a Lateral error in cooperative path control. b Orientation error in

cooperative path control. c Steering torque in cooperative path control. sm is the steer motor torque. d Estimated angle in cooperative path control
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follow-up to this research, we are working to overcome the

problems identified on the perception area and implement a

cooperative control and planning approach using a pre-

dictive control strategy [28] and a local path planning

algorithm based on a curvilinear [29].
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